Bahram Gur in the Blue Pavilion
Miniature from a manuscript of the Khamsah by Nizami
Ink, colours and gold on paper
Iran, Shiraz, dated Shu‘bān 943 AH / January 1537 AD
Height of page 30.6 cm  LND 4 MS

Portrait of a Persian painter
Ink, colours and gold on paper
Mughal India, first quarter seventeenth century AD
Height of page 31 cm  LND 57 MS
Medallion carpet
Wool and cotton
Iran, Tabriz, second quarter sixteenth century AD
Length 706 cm LNS 28 R
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Multiple-niche prayer rug
Wool
Iran, beginning sixteenth century AD
Width 263 cm LNS 27 R
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'Vase' carpet
Cotton warp, wool weft and pile
Iran, probably Kirman, late seventeenth–eighteenth century AD
Length 538 cm  LNS 25 R
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'Garden' carpet
Wool
Northwest Iran, eighteenth century AD
Length 925 cm  LNS 10 R
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Carpet
Cotton warp and woof and wool pile
India, seventeenth century AD
Width 508 cm LNS 15 R

Carpet fragment
Silk
Northern India, Hyderabad, seventeenth century AD
Length 130 cm LNS 20 R
'Medallion Ushak' carpet
Wool
Turkey, Ushak, seventeenth century AD
Length 723 cm  LNS 86 II

146

'Star Ushak' carpet
Wool
Turkey, Ushak, seventeenth century AD
Length 286 cm  LNS 17 II

147
Carpet
Wool
Turkey, Konya, eighteenth century AD
Length 434 cm  LNS 19 R

Carpet
Wool
Turkey, Konya, eighteenth century AD or earlier
Length 500 cm  LNS 21 R
Bottom of box
Wood, mitred, dovetailed, painted (lacquered) and inlaid with curved and gilded ivory plaques
Iran, second half sixteenth century AD
Length 39.4 cm  LNS 31 W

Cenotaph
Carved wood
Turkey, perhaps eighteenth century AD
Length 140 cm  LNS 8 W
Inscriptions consist of pious phrases, exhortations, reminders of human mortality and God's wisdom and sovereignty, as well as tenances for those who are close to God.
Cushion cover fragment
Silk velvet, cut and voided with brocaded silver thread
Turkey, first half sixteenth century AD
Height 86 cm LNS 11 Y

Textile
Silk and metallic threads
Turkey, seventeenth century AD
Length 33 cm LNS 105 Y
**Roundel**
Cotton with silk embroidery
Iran, c. 1635 AD
Diameter 89 cm  IINS 37 T

**Patka fragment**
Wool
India, Kashmir, mid seventeenth century AD
Width 67.3 cm  IINS 59 T
Panel
Cotton with silk embroidery
Turkey, eighteenth century AD
Height 190 cm
LNS 987

Prayer rug
Wool, cotton and silk
Turkey, probably Bursa, late sixteenth century AD
Length 172 cm
LNS 298